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for Food Preparation
Nutrition and Meal Management

Purpose:This handout provides an overview of four types of kitchen measuring tools and techniques for
measuring liquid and dry ingredients.
Have you ever wondered why a recipe did not turn out the way you thought it would? Using the proper measuring
tools and good measuring techniques can help your recipes be consistent every time they are prepared. Knowing
the four types of measuring tools commonly used and some simple techniques for measuring ingredients is a
great way to prepare nutritious meals and snacks.

Measuring Tools

Graduated nested measuring spoons are used for measuring small amounts of liquid and dry ingredients.
They usually consist of four metal or plastic spoons that include ¼ teaspoon, ½ teaspoon, 1 teaspoon, and 1
tablespoon. Other sets are available that will include other measures, such as 1/8 teaspoon or ½ tablespoon.
It may be helpful to have two sets – one for wet ingredients and one for dry ingredients— since many recipes
include both. If you do not have two sets, measure dry ingredients first, then wet ingredients.
Graduated nested measuring cups are used for measuring dry ingredients. Measuring cups usually consist of four
metal or plastic cups that include ¼ cup, 1/3 cup, ½ cup, and 1 cup. Other sets are available that will include other
measures, such as 2/3 cup or 2 cups.
Measuring cups do not have a rim and are used for measuring dry ingredients such as flour, sugar, oatmeal, etc.
By not having a rim, the ingredients being measured can be leveled with the straight edge of a knife or metal
spatula.
Clear measuring cups are used for measuring liquid ingredients. They have a handle for pouring liquids and a
spout that helps prevent spilling. Clear measuring cups are either glass or plastic and come in various sizes, such
as 1 cup, 2 cups, 4 cups, and 8 cups. Graduated measures are marked on the side of the cup.
Kitchen scales are used for measuring ingredients by weight rather than volume. While most American recipes
use volume measurements, some recipes for quantity cooking use weight measurements instead. Weight
measurements are more accurate than volume measurements, especially when large quantities of ingredients are
involved. For these recipes, you will need to use a kitchen scale.
The two main types of scales are spring scales and electronic scales. Spring scales have a dial that is either fixed or
adjustable. Electronic scales have a digital readout, and the units of measure can be changed by flipping a switch.

Measuring Techniques

There are different techniques for measuring different types of ingredients. Avoid measuring ingredients in your
mixing bowl; measure them over the sink, in another bowl, or on a sheet of wax paper. Spillage caught on clean
wax paper, or another clean bowl can be returned to that ingredient’s container to limit food waste.
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Tips for measuring liquid ingredients:
• M
 easure small quantities of thin liquids, such as vanilla extract, by carefully pouring the liquid into a
measuring spoon. A slight dome should be visible.
• M
 easure small quantities of thick liquids, such as molasses, by pouring the liquid into the measuring
spoon. Then level the liquid with the flat edge of a knife or metal spatula.
• M
 easure ¼ cup or more of liquid ingredients with a clear measuring cup. Place the cup on a level
surface and carefully pour the liquid to the correct measurements on the cup. The liquid in the cup
will have a slightly curved appearance. Measure the desired amount at the bottom of the curve for the
greatest accuracy. Be sure to read the measurements at eye level.
.
Tips for measuring dry ingredients:
• M
 easure flour by gently scooping the flour into the spoon or cup, and then level with a straight spatula
or knife. Do not pack flour into the dry measuring spoon or cup, as you will end up with too much
flour.
• G
 ranulated sugar may have clumps, sift before measuring if necessary. Then, pour or scoop the sugar
into the dry measuring spoon or cup until it is overfilled and level with a straight spatula or knife.
• M
 easure dry ingredients such as cereal, breadcrumbs, or cornmeal by pouring or scooping into the dry
measuring spoon or cup until overflowing—level with a straight spatula or knife.
• M
 easure slightly sticky dry ingredients, such as coconut, shredded cheese, and dried fruit, by gently
packing into the dry measuring spoon or cup until level. Nuts should be measured the same way.
• M
 easure brown sugar and solid fats by spooning into the dry measuring spoon or cup and firmly
packing until level. When measured properly, the ingredient should keep the shape of the measuring
tool when removed. Stick butter and margarine sometimes have measurements marked on their
wrappers. Simply cut off the desired amount you need.
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